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This week sees the official start of Autumn, and our beautiful grounds are already showing the early 
signs of the new season. Life for our young Dragons continues to be busy and productive; you will 

read some of this week’s highlights in the following pages. 

May I please make another request for more careful and considerate 
parking at drop-off and collection times. In recent weeks I have received 
a number of comments from parents, local residents, and our own 
pupils about what they describe as dangerous parking close to our 
school drop-off and collection points. Dragon staff are doing all they 
can to keep the children safe and I am most grateful too for your 
ongoing support in addressing this important matter of safe parking.
 
On my regular learning walks, this week I observed a group of E Block 
children enjoying a visit from the school Librarian, who introduced 
them to the works of children’s author Tom Palmer. In their Faith, 
Philosophy and Ethics lessons, E Block have also been learning about 
the life of Mother Teresa. As a broader topic this term, E Block are 
studying the moon landings, and in English they are currently focusing 
on the sound of the letter ‘a’ in various words. 
 
D Block English lessons are looking at abstract nouns and learning how 
to incorporate these into their own sentences, including one vivid 
example I heard in the lesson: “Joy is a bucketful of happiness”! In PE 
the children are developing their fine motor skills and improving their 
hand-eye coordination by practising their ball-catching techniques. In C 
Block, our Physicists are studying different forms of energy including 
kinetic and thermal, and in Drama their subject is ‘Method acting’ 
including breathing and concentration techniques. B Block Art students 
have worked on perspectives and iconic buildings on the Oxford skyline, 
including the Radcliffe Camera; in Maths they are covering laws of 
algebra and the “three Ss” – simplification, substitution and solving 
equations, and in Drama their studies take in physical theatre and the 
movement vocabulary of Rudolf Laban.
 
In A Block Maths, the CE groups have been reviewing fractions, 
decimals, percentages, ratio and proportion, whilst the Scholarship 
groups have been tackling quadratic and simultaneous equations.  
In Faith, Philosophy and Ethics, pupils have been studying the Gospel 

of Mark and the themes of baptism and service to others. A Block 
Scholars are about to consider turning points in History and will  
look at the ‘top 15 British events of all time’. In Music A Block  
are embarking on a term-long study of ethnomusicology, based 
specifically around West African and Indian traditional music. 
Elsewhere, in Dragon Classics, A Block are now fully into their 
preparation for the different exams, re-engaging with their vocab  
and verb principal parts. Meanwhile, B Block ‘Greeklings’ have  
started their voyage into this ancient language, learning about 
diphthongs, breathings and iota subscripts.
 
In my assembly this week I talked about the importance of recycling, 
since this is ‘National Recycling Week’, encouraging our whole 
community to make extra efforts to reuse and recycle both at school 
and at home. More recycling initiatives are being planned for the near 
future, and I think many of us were surprised to learn that the energy 
saved by recycling just one aluminium canned drink can could provide 
enough electricity to power a television for three hours! 
 
Of course, the weather has been so beautiful in recent weeks that to 
balance all this rigorous academic study, the children have been playing 
out on the school fields and playgrounds at every opportunity. Our 
Saturday curriculum enrichment programme Dragon QUEST is now a 
firmly established highlight of the school week, with a wide range of 
activities on offer.  All in all, the children really are making the most of 
the final warm days of the summer. 
 
With the first Exeat of this term upon us, may I wish you all a peaceful 
and safe weekend, and I look forward to seeing you again next week 
when we return. 
 
With all best wishes
 
Crispin Hyde-Dunn

Dear Parents
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Notices 

ARTWORK IS FOR VISUAL
REPRESENTATION ONLY.
Colours may vary.

01COVER  COLOUR LOGO COLOURSIZEPRODUCT

Face Covers

0119-A-AS

22cm w x 13.5cm h
534c

DRAGON FACE COVERINGS
These bespoke Dragon face coverings will be available in adult and child (8-15 years) 
sizes and cost £7 each. The deadline for orders is Monday 28th September.

You can find the form on the Parent Portal:
My Children / Parent Forms / Order Forms - Dragon Face Masks.

Please click here to complete the order form on the parent portal.

CLASSLIST APP
Dragon parents can opt in to use an app 
called Classlist to communicate with other 
parents. Classlist has been in use at the 
Dragon for several years and was founded by 
Dragon parents. 

Joining Classlist will enable you to communicate 
with other parents in your child’s form and 
across the parent community safely and 
securely.  It also enables you to keep up to date 
with events organised by parent Reps or the 
Dragon Sale Committee. You can share your 
contact details with your year group if you 
wish, but that is optional.  There is a useful 
parent map for finding families living nearby. 
The Marketplace can be used to pass on pre-
loved items.  We believe that Classlist helps to 
create a welcoming and engaging community 
amongst our parents. You can join by getting 
the Classlist app at the App Store or Google 
Play and registering for the Dragon.

Dear Dragon Parents,
 
Thank you to those who travel to school sustainably, and to those who park in the 
designated bays.

However, even with our notice in last week’s Dragon News, there are still a number 
of cars parking on the crossroads/double yellow lines at pick-up and drop-off times. 
This is dangerous, not only because drivers cannot see if a child walks behind them, 
but also because traffic cannot see children crossing the road if cars are parked in 
illegal areas, especially on the zig-zags by the zebra crossing and also the crossroad 
by Dragon Lane Gate and Strad’s. Our small asks today…
 
Could you PLEASE not park illegally. 71% of child deaths and serious injuries in 
road accidents happen at school pick-up and drop-off time. Where can you park to 
keep us safe? Charlbury Road, Bardwell Road, Chadlington Road, Linton Road, 
Northmoor Road or Belbroughton Road have parking areas from where you and 
your children can walk a few hundred metres to school.
 
Thank you for parking safely.
Catherine and Henry (Upper School)

LANGUAGES AT THE DRAGON
Extra Language Lessons Available for 
Pupils at the Prep School 1:1 
Mandarin and Spanish extra language 
lessons available during activities and 
after-school. If parents are interested 
contact  Mr James.
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Pre-Prep News

Across at the Pre-Prep, Reception 
have enjoyed being outside this 
week, creating waterfalls and 
canals using tubes and boats.  
They made woodland scenes using 
charcoal and pastels and composed 
impressive class poems about night 
time in the forest. In Year 1, the 
children have been thinking about 
chronology and have created a 
‘time capsule’ to store away until 
the end of the year. In Year 2, our 
young Dragons have continued to 
reflect on how astronauts live and 
work in Space and considered how 
simple tasks such as washing, 
cooking and eating can be very 
challenging for astronauts who are 
working on the International 
Space Station.

YEAR 2 HISTORY WITH MA HOUSE
This week we have had great fun learning 
about two mystery people from History! After 
searching for clues we figured out they were 
Neil Armstrong and Michael Collins. Did you 
know that Michael was scared of small spaces 
and Neil flew planes from the early age of 
sixteen?! 

After finding out about their lives we created 
news reports on the iPads! We had fun taking 
turns being the reporter, Michael Collins 
driving the rocket or Neil Armstrong touching 
down onto the moon and uttering his famous 
words: “That’s one small step for man, one 
giant leap for mankind”.
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Prep News

In Geography, the A Block have been considering why it rains and thinking about why the west 
of the British Isles is wetter. The B Block have been debating the economic and environmental 
costs and benefits of the plan to expand Heathrow Airport to three runways. C Block are 
looking at the classification of countries using the ideas from the book ‘Factfulness’. This week 
they have been on a virtual fieldtrip, looking at different communities around the world,  
using the website ‘Dollar Street’. D Block continue to look at our local area and have been 
considering why house prices in Oxford are so high - possibly an issue which many a parent has 
wondered at some stage!

THE READING CORNER WITH MA MCMEEKIN
National Poetry Day celebrates the theme of vision this year, from 1st October. This broad topic 
offers wonderful scope for children to bring together concepts from different subjects, such as 
Science and Art, as well as English. I welcome you to see here for tips on poetry and creative 
writing in general and furthermore, here for a selection of free poetry databases. Joe Coelho, for 
example, has made some fantastic videos; such as this one, where he explores the many ways to 
find inspiration in the world around us. Pupils are warmly encouraged to write a poem, or draw 
their ideas, for display in their form base. 

 Macmillan’s Children’s Books is running a virtual book festival throughout October. Participating 
authors include Allie Esiri (familiar to many of us from her Dragon connections, her visits to the 
Dragon Sale and the Library, and her much-loved poetry collections), Floella Benjamin, and Chris 
Riddell, among others. More information can be found here.

TRIUMPHANT TRIO!
This weekend our 70cms Showjumping 
team of Bay, Phoebe and Daisy qualified 
for the NSEA National championships 
by winning at BCA. The same team also 
came 3rd in the 80cms and Daisy came 
2nd individually in the Combined 
training. Well done girls!

Oxford architecture has inspired the B Block 
Art students in their latest topic.

MIDDLE SCHOOL HAVE BEEN 
ENJOYING GETTING BACK TO SCIENCE
 
D Block are studying habitats. They got 
outside with their quadrants to measure 
the number of different living things in 
that area. The lesson included air and 
soil temperature as well as measuring 
light intensity.
 
As part of their Measuring and investigative 
practice topic, C Block have been looking 
at measuring the volume of an irregular 
object using eureka cans.
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Boarding News

NO26 NEWS
The No. 26 girls have been learning 
a new skill; the children soaked up 
the last of the Summer sun weaving 
wool to make colourful blankets for 
their llamas. The girls have decided 
that they are farmers of llamas who 
are going to say no probllama to 
any drama that they may face this 
term. The llamas are now displayed 
in the Girls’ Room with quotes to 
remind all that no problem is too 
small or large to share and that we 
all look out for each and every one 
of the No. 26 herd!

The Boarders had a wonderful Sunday rampaging around the school fields 
taking part in the Laser Gaming Activity. They demonstrated a great 
understanding of combat tactics and stealth! The games were hard fought 
and all of the Year Groups had great fun trying to capture the tactical 
boxes from the opposing teams.
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Day Boarding

No.14 is the Dragon Junior Day Boarding 
House for E, D and C block day children who 
choose to board on regular nights each week. 
We still have a few remaining boys’ places to 
fill for E and D blockers only, and one girl’s 
place. Regrettably we are unable to offer 
flexible boarding at the moment due to 
accommodating our regular day boarders in 
year group bubbles. Our boarding nights are 
currently arranged as follows:

E block – Monday night
D block – Tuesday/Wednesday
C block – Thursday/Friday

Please get in touch with Ma Blencowe if you 
would be interested in taking up a regular day 
boarding place. We would be happy to 
discuss a trial night.

The Green-Clawed Dragons Gardening activity in DragonQUEST has started to transform the garden at No. 14. 
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#DIGITALDRAGONS
The best way to keep up to date with Dragon life is 
to follow us on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter

Once a Dragon, Always a Dragon

Please visit our website www.dragonschool.org  
or contact Dragon School, Bardwell Road, Oxford OX2 6SS  •  Tel: 01865 315400  

The Dragon School Trust Ltd is registered as a charity, no. 309676, and as a limited company, no. 524331 at the above address.

BLUE IS THE NEW GREEN
Penn Frank (OD 2011) and Carla Lin (OD 2012), are wanting to 
“raise the standard and inspire a new wave of “blue” businesses 
that are uncompromising on sustainability”. Blue is the new green. 
Oxwash, based in Oxford and soon launching in London, is the 
world’s first truly sustainable laundry, linen, ironing and dry-
cleaning service – you may have seen their bikes around town. 
Oxwash is building sustainability into every facet of the business; 
from packaging to processing to powering the bikes, they believe 
they can truly achieve carbon neutrality and eventually become 
climate positive. Both agreed that a care for the environment and 
the people around them was instilled at an early age at the 
Dragon, from Geography lessons and Exchanges Abroad to 
Philanthropy Club with Mr Gill. 

Carla said, “Dragon taught me about growing up and having 
responsibilities, Oxwash taught me that washing and ironing fitted 
sheets doesn’t have to be one of them!”.

Use discount code DRAGON50 for 50% off your first wash at 
www.oxwash.com - Oxwash collect, wash, deliver, whenever 
you want, straight to your doorstep. They save 25.5l per wash, 
and filter 100mil of microfibre plastics per day. Click here to learn 
a little more.
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This half term the Oxford Junior Rowing Course are o�ering a morning or afternoon 5 day
course for children in years 7-11.  Children will be grouped into small bubbles with their own
team of coaches.  The morning session will run from 09.00 – 12.30 and the afternoon session

from 12.30 – 16.00.  You are very welcome to attend both sessions.

 
For more details please visit www.oxfordjuniorrowingcourse.co.uk

 

junior rowing courses

River Isis, Oxford, 26th-30th October

OCTOBER HALF TERM 2020
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